PARABOLIC FLIGHT SELF EXPERIENCE – MEMOIR OF THE MALAYSIAN
SPACE AGENCY OFFICER
By Mohd Helmy Bin Hashim, ANGKASA, Malaysia

As a consequence to the participation of Malaysia and Thailand in Parabolic Flight for
Asian Students Program which was organized by the Japan Space Exploration Agency
(JAXA) since 2007, the agency has gotten a strong motivation to promote microgravity
program to the Asian region. The program was initially opened to Asian students at
higher educational level to conduct hands-on experiments in microgravity environment
and now it is opened to Asian countries (Malaysia and Thailand) representatives to also
experience microgravity environment themselves.

****
Announcement of opportunity
I have been involved in promoting the parabolic flight program and have been in
charged on the program in Malaysia for 5 years since 2007 but never had the
experience in microgravity environment before. This was an excellent opportunity for me
since I am the first person working with the Malaysia Space Agency of Malaysia
(ANGKASA) to receive this offer.
The opportunity and date of flight was tentatively announced during the 5th Asian Kibo
Task Force Meeting dated in October 2011. The actual date was later decided and
announced by JAXA to be on the 25th and 26th of March 2012. For this Parabolic Flight
2011 campaign, an opportunity was given to Dr. Sawat Thantipawandi and me who
respectively represent the National Science and Technology Development Agency of
Thailand (NSTDA) and ANGKASA. As a courtesy for seniority, Dr. Sawat was honored
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for boarding on the first day flight while myself on the second day. In the meantime, we
were advised by JAXA to keep and maintain our good health.

Layout of the aircraft.

****

Health preparation
It was about 5 months before the day of flight that I tried to take care of my daily
nutrition and also do some physical exercises. Because of my working commitment, I
did my physical exercises for only one hour a day for two days a week on 2 kilometers
jogging. There were some difficulties and challenges in maintaining and balancing my
diet due to my habit before. Furthermore, Malaysian foods are mostly containing a lot of
fat and high level of carbohydrates.
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****
Medical Report
It was 3 days before my trip to Japan. I went to hospital to do my medical check-up. I
was quite suspense to know the report since it was a prior determinant of whether I
could be on board or not. I was so lucky that finally the Doctor validated and confirmed
my health condition was good and surpassed all conditions required by the Diamond Air
Service (DAS). But, I still have to make sure that my health condition to be better since
my blood pressure level was at the border line just below the high blood pressure.
****
Traveling days
On 22nd of March 2012, it was my flight trip to Japan trough Narita International Airport
before the Chubu Airport Centrair. Together with me was The Malaysian Student
Parabolic Flight 2011 Team to perform the microgravity experiment with the title of
“Rate of Transfer of Moisture from Bath Towel to Human Skin during 1G and
Microgravity Conditions – Hygienic Purposes”. The team was led by Dr. Mohd Harridon
from University of Kuala Lumpur; two students of University of Kuala Lumpur, Mr. Zaim
Ismail and Mr. Zaim M. Nor. I was appointed as the technical consultant for the team
due to my experience in this field since 2007 as the officer in charge of this program in
Malaysia.
We took a subway from the Chubu Airport Centrair to Nagoya Station and a bus to go to
Nagoya Airport. After 15 hours traveling, finally on next day we reached our destination
at DAS office. The team and I were so glad since our arrival was cordially welcomed by
DAS. The Thailand Team was also welcomed in which they have arrived one day earlier
(on the 22nd of March 2012).
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Group photo of Malaysian Team and Ms. Kogure
from Japan Space Forum (JSF) who welcomed
our arrival at Chubu Airport Centrair and myself.

The Malaysian Student Parabolic Flight 2011
Team – from left to right – Mr. Zaim M. Nor,
**** Mr. Zaim Ismail
Dr. Mohd Harridon,
and myself.
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Experiment preparation days

It was a very tiring day as we continued working on the experiment set up on the same
day we arrived at DAS (23rd March 2012). The team and I had only 3 days to prepare
for the experiment flight which was scheduled to be on the 26th and 27th March 2012.
We were facing several complications in completing the experiment set up. One of them
was the water pump failure that was used to maintain the moisture of towels. Water
leakage was also detected during the experiment initial set up. The water pump (which
was brought from Malaysia) failure was due to the inappropriate applied voltage. Lesson
learned was that for every experiment which uses electrical devices must use an
appropriate voltage that suits to the voltage supply within the aircraft. The team and I
did some shopping to find an appropriate water pump including the sealant and piping
materials. We also bought baby diapers – as we know that baby diapers are very good
as water absorbent. The diapers were fixed on to the experiment set up as a
precautionary step if there will be water leakage again. With high spirit and
determination, the team and I had accomplished the set up installation and finally the
experiment was ready for boarding. Thank you very much to DAS and JSF for providing
transportation, advices and time spent for us. The team was finally ready, and that has
given me the time for me to think about preparing myself mentally and physically.
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Do it right! The Malaysian Team and me setting up the experiment

Malaysian Team , Mr. Genzo Fukushima (DAS Senior Technical Engineer) and
me (at the back) doing ‘microgravity dance’ in the aircraft.
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****
Flight day 1
26th of March 2012, it was the first flight day for the Parabolic Flight 2011 campaign, one
countdown day before my flight day. I felt grateful since Malaysian experiment went
well as planned and everything went on in a perfect condition. The flight captain, Mr.
Kageyama and co-pilot, Mr. Kitahara had successfully made 13 cycles of parabolic
flight. The total time of flight was about 2 ½ hours. Beside DAS, the flight crews on that
day are consist of experimenters from Kurume University (KU) of Japan, Mahidol
University (MU) of Thailand, University of Kuala Lumpur Malaysia (UniKL) and Dr.
Sawat (NSTDA) the agency representative from Thailand. All crews returned safely.
I have also got some useful tips and advice on how to enjoy the microgravity moment
and how to prevent nausea during the flight. One of them is to get enough sleep and
not to eat too much before boarding. I was also advised not to do a lot of movement
during the hyper gravity moment, especially movement of my head in order to avoid
nausea.

“You will be the next!!”… Dr. Sawat sharing his experience and tips with me (holding
the camera) while watching his video recorded during onboard. Also watching the
video was Mr. Shigeki Kamigaichi, Director of KIBO Utilization Office for Asia, JAXA
(wearing the grey jacket).
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****
Flight Day 2, the day of my Parabolic Flight boarding

Finally, the time came. 27th of March 2012 was the date for me to be on board to
perform parabolic flight and to experience microgravity. With 9 hours sleep and a good
rest, I feel fresh and that has made me confident to be on board. I only took a banana
and orange juice for my light breakfast.
The weather condition was reported well for us to fly. At about 11:20 a.m. by Gulfstream
II Aircraft we left the Nagoya Airport heading towards the Japanese Sea where the
location of the parabolic maneuver is going to be done. It took about 25 minutes to
reach there. Along the way, there were many panoramic views that could be seen from
26000 feet above the sea level.
The aircraft was flown by Mr. Kitahara as the flight captain while Mr. Kageyama as the
co-pilot. Beside DAS (as the flight attendant), the flight crews on that day consist of
experimenters from Kurume University (KU) of Japan, Mahidol University (MU) of
Thailand, University of Kuala Lumpur of Malaysia (UniKL) and myself.
The flight duration was about 2 ½ hours. 15 cycles of parabolic maneuvers were
successfully done during the flight.
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Well prepared; me before the flight

All checked! The picture of me together with the GII aircraft
before the mission
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Fuji Mountain
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****
I was in microgravity!
There was a 30-second call before the aircraft did the parabolic maneuver. That was the
time that I felt dull. I started to feel heavy on my shoulders and chest and experienced
some difficulties to breathe as usual. I could not even raise my hand or even to move
some part of my body. That was the feeling that I experienced during the hyper gravity
moment when the aircraft started to ascend about 450 inclinations.
I didn’t feel that any longer when the aircraft was suddenly starting to descend about 350 inclinations. At that time I feel like my body was ‘hurled’ and then ‘floating freely’ and
felt lighter on my chest and shoulders and easier to take a deep breath. I was in
microgravity!! All of these remained for almost 20 seconds before the condition totally
recovered as usual. All situations were consecutively and rapidly repeated again and
again for at least 12 times during the whole boarding.
Nothing could describe my feeling at that time. It was very awesome! After 3 times of
parabolic cycles, I started to get used to and adapt to the conditions. In this golden
moment, several activities and demonstrations were successfully recorded and
conducted during the microgravity moments which cover the elements of physical
demonstrations, national pride and also arts.
I felt very proud to see Malaysian flag floating in microgravity which also reflects
Malaysia’s freedom and independence. It was also a historic moment when
ANGKASA’s flag was floating for the first time in microgravity condition. I was also glad
to use this opportunity to float JAXA-KIBO flag during the microgravity moment as a
special appreciation and honor to the only participating country from Asia in the
International Space Station (ISS) program.
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Malaysia, ANGKASA and JAXA-KIBO respectively flag was floating in
microgravity
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I was also feeling grateful when I got the green light from DAS to unfasten my seat belt
during the microgravity conditions. That made me really floating and I could feel my
body was totally light but still constrained within a narrow space and relatively short
period of time before gravity returned to normal condition. I also felt a little bit confused
between upside and down but the passengers’ seats acted as my great useful
reference.

What a very wonderful moment;
the photos of me floating during
the microgravity. Look at the G
meter – the reading showed the
gravity was approaching almost to
zero
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****
I did some gravity arts!!
Just to add value to this golden experience I created some kind of gravity arts at the 7th
parabolic flight cycle, I drew some rectangular shapes during my hyper gravity,
microgravity and normal gravity moments during the flight. As I was gaining weight twice
of my actual weight during hyper gravity (when the G meter showed the gravity was
approaching to 1.88G), I couldn’t do writing properly and the rectangular shapes look
smaller compared to the rectangular shapes that I drew during the micro and normal
gravity moments. My ball pen was still working properly even it had gone through the
extreme gravity condition.

My gravity arts during the hyper, micro and normal gravity performed
during the flight
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****
The end of my parabolic flight boarding

The flight duration was about 2 ½ hours. 15 cycles of parabolic maneuvers were
successfully done during the flight. My clock showed it was at 1355 JST, 10 minutes
after the G-II aircraft touched the Nagoya Airport runway with a very smooth landing. It
was also a sign that the Asian Student’s Parabolic Flight 2011 campaign was
successfully accomplished. All experiments went well. Grateful to God that all crews
returned safely. When the main passenger’s door was opened, I saw the rest were
waiting for us. Just like an astronaut returned to the Earth, I proudly walked down the
stairs of the aircraft with my blue flight suit.

Mission accomplished! From the left to right – Mr. Zaim Ismail, Dr. Mohd Harridon,
Mr. Kitahara (the captain), Mr. Kageyama (the co-pilot), me and Mr. Zaim M.Nor,
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Sharing the very fantastic experience during the post flight meeting

****
Closing Ceremony
The day of my parabolic flight was the same day of the Asian Student’s Parabolic Flight
2011 official closing. I felt honored and proud when received the certificate of
participation from DAS. The certificate was a proof that I was one of the lucky persons
who had experience the microgravity condition by a parabolic flight. The certificate was
presented by Mr. Kitahara, the captain of the flight mission. Even though they were tired
but they were still happy and satisfied with their experimental data obtained from the
mission and that could be witnessed from their faces. As usual, my next responsibility was
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to make sure that the Malaysian team will provide the outcome report of the experiment as
the result of the mission to JAXA and my ‘parents’ of ANGKASA.

It was proudly proven! My DAS
Microgravity Certificate of
award .
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The Photo of me together with Malaysian and Thailand Team after the closing
ceremony and last meeting for PF2011misson
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****
New responsibility

29th March 2012 was my trip back to Malaysia. I came back with a new spirit,
confidence and sense of responsibility. With my microgravity experience, I got to strive
harder to assist my agency to carry out its obligations in creating awareness on the
general space science and microgravity sciences to the public in my country.

Microgravity and Parabolic Flight Public awareness
programme
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For the year of 2012, ANGKASA is planning to organise education and outreach
activities. A series of lectures will be held by inviting external experts to explain clearly
about the microgravity sciences, its benefits and methods used during the
implementation of experiments during parabolic flight including the KIBO utilities and
sharing personal experiences during the microgravity parabolic flight. Under the
cooperation with KUOA, two JAXA’s and ANGKASA’s experts were planned to give
talks during the 5-day outreach activity which will cover 5 zones throughout Malaysia.
Young researchers, scientists, lecturers and university students will be identified as the
target group.

****
Appreciation
Not a single part of the whole journey from Kuala Lumpur to Nagoya will be coming true
unless with the full support and special care and attention from all parties involved. It is
our pleasure to sincerely thanks and our heartiest appreciation to JAXA for their
invaluable opportunity given to the National Space Agency of Malaysia. Nevertheless,
our special appreciation also to DAS and JSF for their full support and guidance.
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Local News Paper Coverage
SINAR HARIAN News Paper
Date: 16th April 2012
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NEW STRAITS TIME News Paper
Date: 2nd May 2012
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